Y8 Topic: Coram Boy
Cold Task: Analyse the relationship between Otis and Meshak
Summative Task: Write an essay exploring Georgian adult-child
relationships

Classwork Tasks

Homework Tasks

1. Understand the difference between a Georgian and modern society
and the roles of children.
2. Explore the relationship between different types of characters
3. Write a diary entry from the perspective of a character
4. Write to inform – agony aunt letter
5. To analyse writers word choices and how they influence the audience
6. To be able to discuss character motives and choices
7. To write an essay analysing the writer’s portrayal of two or more
relationships in the play

Key Words/Phrases
Audience
Stage directions
Dialogue
interpretation
Control
Dreams
Motivation
Desire
Dictatorship
Working-Class
Power
Upper-Class
Dialogue
Abuse
poverty

Ø Completion of

classwork tasks
Ø Homework Booklet
Ø 3 Spelling Tests

Challenge Key Words
Connotation
Dictatorship
Subservience

Your Success Criteria:
(These are the skills that you will need to have by the end of this unit)
Reading (I should be able to): PEARL
* Answer the question in a straightforward manner expressing my opinions
clearly
* Pick quotes to support my ideas
* Be able to explain the meaning of my quotes, thinking about
connotations
* Show some understanding of how and why a writer makes
language/structural decisions
* Show some understanding of context

Challenge Box:

Literacy Focus:

A. To be able to pick out keywords and
analyse them for meaning
B. To think about how the writer influences the
reader and apply this in my analysis
C. Clearly structure my writing using PEARL
and apply this to another analysis of a
character of my choice.
Useful Websites: (to help you with this unit)

Plan, draft and edit your
work, choosing the right
type of sentences, a
variety of punctuation and
use of some ambitious
vocabulary.

Writing to analyse: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9ktpv4/revision/1

Oracy (I should be able to):
*
*

share one piece of my
work with the class
use Standard English
confidently in classroom
discussion

ExtraCurricular:

Year
8

